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Guns: Redemption (2016) Wild Guns Reloaded (2017) Wild Guns Reloaded (2019) Wild Guns Reloaded HD (2020) Players can also play with up to three additional friends through a local split-screen mode that supports up to four players.
Wild Guns: Reloaded is a great revival of a lowkey Super Nintendo game in a genre that you don't know, and where you have to rescue princesses, guys and robots from crazy caricatures, aliens and other monsters. The game is classified as

Action, Strategy and Adventure. Plot The game follows the adventures of Reno, Billy, Traker and Doc after the government was overthrown by General Simon. The four are sent by Paula to a desert wasteland to rescue Paula's sister from the
hands of General Simon. Gameplay The game features four playable characters, each with his own weapons and special abilities. The gameplay revolves around shooting enemies with their weapons, which are divided into three types: melee
weapons, long-ranged weapons and special weapons. Each weapon has a special feature, that will be activated if the player shoots with it enough times. The four characters also have their own special abilities: trapping enemies into walls or

teleporting them. Throughout the game, the player can craft his weapons by collecting materials and use them to upgrade the weapons. The player can also pick up ammo throughout the game. The game is split into several different worlds, in
which the player has to rescue various characters from dangerous enemies. The levels are also connected, in a way the player can leave one and return to another. After completing the game, the player can replay the levels they completed to
get more money, as well as complete the game with one of four different difficulty levels. The difficulty levels have different effects on the characters' special abilities. Reception Wild Guns: Reloaded received mixed reviews upon release.
Gamer Today gave the game a score of 5 out of 10, praising the game's graphics, while criticizing the lack of variety of levels and the game's sound design, and concluded that the game would appeal to fans of the Wild West. IGN gave the

game a score of 7 out of 10, praising the nostalgia
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